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about the shield
The Shield is a quarterly
newsletter about United States
Cold Storage that highlights news,
improvements, and achievements
in our business.
If you would like to be added to
our mailing list please email us at:
Marketing@uscold.com

A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

larry alderfer
At the beginning of 2021,
we were ready to put COVID
behind us and were planning
how to get back to business
as usual.
Now in Q3, going back
to business as usual is not
the goal. The on-going
disruption to supply chain
operations has given us
the unique opportunity to
examine our processes and
refine and improve them
with innovative, strategic
methods that evolve our
business for the better.
Fortifying and strengthening
our services and support
amid a global pandemic
remains our primary focus.
In this challenging time,
we have to be persistent in
innovating and improving
efficiencies to ensure the
cold chain continues to
deliver food to the nation.

We will be successful with
this effort because we
employ the best people
in the industry. Our Cold
Crew has persevered
through many difficult and
demanding challenges
in the wake of COVID.
I’m humbled by their
unshakable grit.
Our Crew continues to
work overtime, go the extra
mile and most importantly,
proactively focus on solving
unpredictable problems to
which there are no quick
and easy answers. From
overcoming turbulent
weather events, to labor
shortages, to the extreme
transportation disruption,
our team has demonstrated
a determined resilience.
Through all of this, I am
so proud that our Crew
continues to recommend
US Cold as a place of

Our transportation business has
experienced the ongoing pressure of
extremely tight carrier capacity. The
entire Logistics team has had to adapt
their programs to the changing business
environment. This includes onboarding
new carriers, increasing our dedicated
fleet, improving operations to meet
demand, and utilizing our data science
capabilities to predict and prepare for
carrier arrivals. And while dealing with
all of these operational challenges, the
team has completed the successful
rollout of Mercury Gate TMS. It’s a great
accomplishment and I want to congratulate
all involved.
Our engineering team responded to rising
energy costs that impact our network
of facilities. Our incredible team of
Regional and Chief Engineers continually
examine our power configuration systems
and our refrigeration costs. Their goal
has been to reconfigure them to run
more efficiently, using less energy and
decreasing refrigeration costs. They are
also strategically implementing energy
demand and response programs across the
country, optimizing energy consumption
throughout our nationwide network.
Our Procurement team has focused their
efforts on mitigating the rising cost of
inflation. The team has explored ways
to gain efficiencies in purchasing and
collaborated with our partners to develop
novel solutions all while implementing a
new capital planning and
purchasing system.

And our Operations team continues to perform
scheduling and workload management gymnastics
managing through the most multifarious truck arrival
and related loading and unloading complexities
in history. I am so impressed and thankful for the
flexibility and effort everyone is applying to serve our
carrier and customer partners.

We have overcome many
challenges just through the grit
and determination of our team.

Lastly, I would like to acknowledge our customers
and how heartened I am by the power of our
partnerships. Our customers have shown patience,
understanding and, commitment to US Cold. We
have passionately supported each other’s businesses
through these unique times and I know we will
continue to do so as we all normalize in the future.
As we round the corner on 2021, I want to
acknowledge it’s been a challenging period. COVID
and these times have reinforced now more than ever,
our passion and purpose…to feed American families.
In this pursuit, we will continue to evolve into a more
adaptable and resilient company.
America is depending on it.
America is depending on us.

Larry Alderfer
President & CEO
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Shield: As we slowly start to exit the
pandemic, what are you most proud of in
regard to operations, customers and/or
USCS overall?

INNOVATION

Innovating — Through
Adversity, Part II
Regional operations leaders discuss how USCS operations adapted, adjusted
and innovated during the COVID pandemic.
Editor’s Note: The common saying is that
tough times don’t last but tough people do.
It’s no secret that every aspect of the COVID
pandemic challenged the nation’s food supply
chain, including USCS’ nationwide warehouse
network. For a first-hand perspective of how
USCS responded, The Shield conducts a series of
interviews with USCS’ regional senior
vice presidents.
In this second installment, we hear from Rod
Noll, Senior Vice President, Western Region; and
George Cruz, Senior Vice President, Southern
Region. Noll oversees 11 USCS sites in California,
Utah. Cruz oversees 11 in Texas, Tennessee

ROD NOLL
SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENTWESTERN REGION

GEORGE CRUZ
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENTSOUTHERN REGION

and Florida.

The Shield: What were the most
challenging aspects of 2020 and the
nation’s COVID pandemic regarding
your region’s operations?
Cruz: One of the most interesting and
challenging changes in our business has
been the substantial drop of foodservice
volumes. Meanwhile, we saw a
significant increase in retail sales. Some
of our warehouses catering mainly to
foodservice accounts have experienced
up to 75% volume drops. Conversely,
those facilities catering to retail sales
have seen an equally prominent
increase in volume throughput. Many
retail manufacturers couldn’t produce
products fast enough and this resulted
in smaller holding inventories with
higher throughput velocity.
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Noll: One of our biggest challenges—and our
primary focus—was to support a safe, clean
environment for all our associates. Very early
on with the stay-at-home orders released,
our industry was deemed “essential” and our
warehouses were allowed to remain open as a
critical part of keeping the food supply chain
industry open.
We rapidly created new action goals including
a worksite specific plan, topics for worker
training, individual control measures and
screening, cleaning and disinfecting protocols
and physical distancing guidelines.
Additionally, our many customers also
were greatly impacted by the disruption of
COVID-19. As George mentions, we saw a
significant decline in foodservice volumes
(restaurants, schools) while there was a
significant increase in sales to grocery chains.
We quickly had to adjust our scheduling and
our labor resources to handle higher velocity
in throughput.

Cruz: Dealing with changes in customer mix
volumes throughout our warehouse network
(retail vs. food-service) was a huge challenge.
It truly meant working together with our
customers to plan on staffing and hours of
operation, priorities, and flexibility. All this
came while we were limited with travel and
keeping our employees safe.
In the end, we created a flexibility to manage
the “new normal” and I feel we handled it
extremely well. That’s something we can
all be very proud of. I also am very proud
that our company is part of the “essential”
workforce for this country. In tandem with
our customers, we provided the means within
the cold chain to bring food to the tables
throughout the USA.
Noll: Without a doubt, I am most proud
of the dedication and the willingness of
our associates to rapidly adapt to change.
They accommodated our new hours of
operation, they worked on second shifts
or weekends, they adapted to physical
distancing requirements, face masks and
new ways to conduct in-person meetings.
The Cold Crew deserve all the accolades!
Simply stated, we could not have continued
to operate successfully without their unselfish
determination.
Shield: What’s been something that you
learned personally or professionally during
this past 16-month period?

Noll: I would have to agree with my
colleague, Mr. Cruz! Flexibility became
the “new norm” for us. This period has
meant employees working from home as
well as Zoom meetings with customers and
colleagues. This also has been a time to
forge closer relationships with our dedicated
associates who had to cope with the
challenges of this unprecedented situation—
both at work and at home.
Shield: Business disruption can spark
innovation in different forms. What might
be one or two things you’ve now adopted
as standard practice going forward?
Cruz: From an operational perspective,
we are very safety conscious regarding
Covid-19. There are many new standard
practices. These now range from daily
communications regarding status and new
cases, to testing and personal protective
equipment. We also adopted standard shifts
and breaks to minimize contact and ongoing
cleaning and disinfecting at all sites. These
are our new daily processes and practices
and they follow closely along with guidelines
and recommendations from the Centers for
Disease Control.
Noll: I learned that strategic agility is
required when it comes to organizational
goals during a time of crisis. Our Vice
President of Regulatory Compliance &
Safety, Lisa Battino, did a phenomenal job
with the continual updates and frequent
communication briefings. It helped us
navigate this crisis and keep our employees’
safety and welfare as a highest priority.

Cruz: Flexibility! I think we set a new bar or
standard for our industry when it came to
dealing with employees working from home
or keeping up with customer needs as retailer
volumes increased. It was all about being able
to coordinate these changes from one day to
the next. I am very impressed and am proud
of our employees for their accomplishments
and versatility during this period.
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WHAT’S NEW

Back to School Time
USCS University resumes to teach, train next-gen leaders.
Late summer meant back-to-school
time for students of all ages—from
elementary and high schools to colleges
and universities. Likewise, it’s been
back-to-school time for those employees
participating in “USCS University,” which
entered its 10th year.
Since 2011, USCS has invited groups of
employees to visit its corporate office
and take three complementary learning
sessions within a year’s time. Teaching
the classes are USCS leadership and
former attendees with relevant expertise
to the program’s learning objectives.
Course subjects range greatly but
are categorized within courses on
Leadership, Operations (warehouse
management, automation) Business
(transportation, finance, business
intelligence) and Support (human
resources, safety, information
technology). After the third educational
track, all participants earn a certificate
of completion.
The company hosted its first University
Track 1 back in October 2011. Since
then, 112 students have successfully
completed the program. After halting
courses last year due to the pandemic,
this July saw USCS host its eighth cohort
of 29 employee participants in Camden,
NJ. Group members are slated to return
this November for their second track.

Students were assigned several
online trainings to preface what
each teacher instructed during the
in-person classes. In advance of
Track 2, these online platforms will
reinforce the materials covered the
first Track, and preview
Track 2 subjects.
Landion DonovanGreen is USCS’
Corporate Training
& Development
Specialist and
serves as the USCS
University Program
Coordinator.
“Our company
LANDION DONOVANis undergoing
GREEN
a great deal of
CORPORATE TRAINING
positive change
AND DEVELOPMENT
as we innovate to
SPECIALIST
remain the ‘Best
in Cold,’” he says.
“The momentum of internal
training programs—such as USCS
University—ensures our present
and future leaders are equipped to
drive that change forward.”

One new element—newly introduced for
this eighth university offering—includes
USCS’ use of various online learning
platforms and digital learning resources.
04
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EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT

Wanda
Velez

I realize that everyone is different
and it’s important to listen, help, coach,
and train.

CENTER OF DIGITAL EXCELLENCE

Live Webinar

Meet Wanda
Work History:
2021-Present General Manager,
		
USCS Prince George, VA
2020-2021:
Warehouse Superintendent,
		Operations Manager,
		
USCS Prince George, VA
2015-2020:
		

Warehouse Superintendent,
USCS Bethlehem, PA

2014-2015:
		

Warehouse Second Shift Lead Supervisor,
USCS Bethlehem, PA

2012-2014:
		

Inventory Control / Taskmaster
Supervisor, USCS Bethlehem, PA

2011-2012:
		

Warehouse Supervisor,
USCS Bethlehem, PA

2009-2011:

Warehouse Lead, USCS Bethlehem, PA

2007-2009:
		

Inventory Control Specialist / Trainer,
USCS Bethlehem, PA

2005-2007:
		

Warehouse Associate,
USCS Bethlehem, PA

2004-2005:
Forklift Operator, Brown
		Printing Company
Education:
2019: Bachelor of Business Administration,
Strayer University
2019: World Logistics Organization Institute,
three-year course and graduate program
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To meet Wanda Velez is to meet a
lifelong learner—and leader. A native
of Puerto Rico, Velez has a tremendous
story that started when she moved to
the United States with little to no English
language skills. Today, this 16-year
company veteran leads a group of 30
to 40 employees and serves as General
Manager for USCS’ customer-dedicated
warehouse in Prince George, VA.
From Puerto Rico, Velez moved to
Allentown, PA, in search of better
opportunities and a better life for herself
and her son. In 2004, she started working
as a forklift operator for Brown Printing
Company, East Greenville, PA. Shortly
afterward, USCS opened its Bethlehem,
PA, location and a friend working there
told Velez about opportunities at the new
warehouse. Velez soon signed on as a
Warehouse Associate and immediately
applied herself.
For the record, USCS promoted Velez
seven times in the 15 years from 2005 to
2020, when she was named Warehouse
Superintendent for the Bethlehem facility.
“I aspired to be in management but
never thought that I would be a General
Manager,” says Velez. “At first, it was
challenging to literally come from the
streets, learn English and learn how to
become a professional. However, I have
loved being on the floor with fellow
employees and learning about our
operations and systems. Now, I’d say my
background has helped me understand
all types of situations that occur in a

warehouse. I realize that everyone is
different and it’s important to listen, help,
coach and train.”
Northeast Region Area Director Tim Herm
is another USCS Bethlehem veteran and
he has known Velez for 10 years.
“Wanda always has been like a sponge—
wanting to learn more about every facet
of the business,” he says. “In fact, she
took the initiative to go to college—all
while working full time—to get her
undergraduate degree in business. There
are not a lot of people willing to make the
sacrifices necessary to accomplish that
goal. It has truly been a pleasure watching
Wanda excel at every opportunity she
has been provided. I am extremely proud
to have played a very small part in her
growth and success with US Cold.”

Building NEXTGEN
Warehouses:
Transforming
Operations Using
Data Science
October 20, 2021
9am PST | 12pm EST
Register today at:
https://info.gramener.com/webinar-buildingnextgen-warehouses
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CENTER OF DIGITAL EXCELLENCE

Flight of the
PHENIX
Our custom warehouse management
system expands to more USCS sites.
The phrase, “practice makes perfect” makes
the most sense in sports or perhaps, a hobby. In
business, it’s more appropriate to say “process
makes perfect.”
This fall finds USCS perfecting its process of
converting warehouses from a legacy RPG-based
warehouse management system (WMS) program to
an Oracle Java-based PHENIX platform. PHENIX
is USCS’ comprehensive information network that
consolidates all warehouse management processes
into a single, web-based platform.
USCS’ exclusive technology took more than
seven years to develop and was introduced in
spring 2019 to USCS Milford, DE. USCS since
has converted 11 additional sites with the recent
conversion of Laredo 1 (TX), in September of
this year.
“We couldn’t be more pleased by the increased
quality of our code releases and attention to detail
during the implementation process,” notes PHENIX
Program Manager Andrew Pavlicin. “We are
focusing on providing a safe and effective system
conversion for our facility general managers.
Meanwhile, we’re executing our due diligence and
providing our best efforts to reduce the amount
of customer exposure to this process. In a perfect
world, customers won’t even notice that we
upgraded systems.”
Facility Feedback
This is indeed a case where USCS’ Center of
Digital Excellence (CoDE) has two sets of internal
customers. They include facility general managers
as well as USCS’ associates who operate the
warehouse management system daily.
To date, it seems that both groups are pleased.
Among those voicing first-hand testimonials are
08

USCS Milford General Manager Mark Dissinger,
and Eric Martinez, an Operations Support
Coordinator for USCS’ Turlock, CA, sites.
Interestingly, Dissinger was part of the PHENIX
development team (2014-2019) and says he
was regarded as the “Master Data Management
Guy” (MDM) before coming back to operations
at Milford. Again, Milford was USCS’ first
conversion site and the PHENIX implementation
team members, USCS Road Warriors and senior
managers traveled to the location to ensure
a smooth transition. Milford brought its first
customer over to the new platform in August
2018 and fully converted eight months later at
the end of March 2019.
“I got to sit on both sides of the desk and tried
to do all I could to calm everyone and provide
help and support while helping to run our
operation at the same time. Our main concern
was maintaining the level of service to our
customers that they were used to,”
says Dissinger.
He concludes, “In the beginning, it was no
secret that we struggled. There were challenges
across many areas but we have kept pushing
forward and have seen some wonderful
improvements. Today we have new employees
talking about how easy PHENIX is to use and
navigate. Customers also really like the almostinstant reports that we can send them. We still
have some work to do in terms of growth and
enhancements, but overall, PHENIX creates a
good customer experience.”
Also offering a two-year perspective is Eric
Martinez, who was engaged with USCS Turlock’s
2019 move into a separate, new building—just
as PHENIX was implemented. In this instance,
USCS software engineers customized PHENIX for
a new customer moving into the building. Turlock
received its first customer load at the new site in
late September 2019 and shipped its first order
out—incorporating PHENIX—just the
following week.
“As someone who was just starting to get his feet
wet with the system implementation and process
development, of course I was nervous,” Martinez
recalls. “Our main question from the beginning
was, ‘How can we serve our customer in the best
way possible with this new system?’”

Today, Martinez is an advocate for both PHENIX
and its behind-the-scenes support network.
“I’ve grown in my knowledge of our WMS
processes and now truly appreciate the userfriendly interface of this system. Although there’s
still room to improve, our current PHENIX system
gives us plenty of options to service our customers.
Meanwhile, the development team remains willing
to help us enhance its capabilities. In fact, I believe
there’s always more available functionality to meet
even our most demanding customer’s needs.”
System Support
Speaking of the development team, USCS follows
a well-constructed strategy for PHENIX roll-outs
and all aspects of support.
Before any facility conversion, the company’s CoDE
group works as far as six months in advance to
conduct Gap Analysis reviews of an operation’s
product and customer mix, receiving and shipping
activities. Next comes a thorough process involving
data migration and data validation and testing,
“day in the life” testing for many accounts and
functions, EDI Testing, remote and on-site training
and practice, and much more.
In each instance, Implementation Team members
arrive a week before the “Go Live” date to
help with training and production data set-up.
Also helping with each “Go Live” conversion
are developers and USCS “Road Warriors”
(experienced company veterans from other sites).
Next, a newly converted warehouse will have onsite support for two to three weeks, followed by a
few more weeks of “HyperCare,” which provides
direct access to the Implementation and Support
team. USCS’ CoDE group then provides ongoing
“ColdCare” to all newly converted sites.
Debra Molinski is a Senior Product Manager for
PHENIX within USCS’ Center of Digital Excellence
(CoDE) group. Hired in 2013 to quarterback USCS’
PHENIX development, Molinski has seen the
platform and the program grow.
“I’m proud of our improved training and testing
process, our improved Gap Analysis strategy,
more robust regression and automated testing
protocols,” she says. “I’m also quite proud of our
smooth conversions and the speed with which
operations personnel are becoming comfortable
with the new system. “PHENIX is very intuitive

DEBRA MOLINSKI
SENIOR PRODUCT
MANAGER

BOBBY KAREER

SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING DIRECTOR

and easily learned,” she adds. “Users can quickly
find what they need by improved navigation and
common application processes across modules. We
have upgraded modules and now all our PHENIX
facilities can enjoy features such as Static Pickline,
Zoning, Billing and Work Orders, and Integrated
Appointments/Yard.”
Meanwhile, USCS also continues to bring new
talent to the technology. Just one example involves
the company’s hiring of Bobby Kareer, a 26-year
software development specialist, as USCS Software
Engineering Director. Prior to joining USCS in 2020,
Kareer led a multi-year transformation project
for the largest software company in the financial
services sector. There, he helped replace an existing
legacy post-trade processing platform for financial
derivatives trade on sites such as the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange.
A relative newcomer to the company, Kareer already
is convinced that USCS is on the right path.
“A modern, browser-based system now is expected
from all users, especially the younger generation,”
he notes. “Having a system that is built on modern
language platforms and technologies also allows us
to ensure our long-term sustainability in regard to
hiring available talent. There are fewer experts who
still know legacy programming languages
and platforms.”
Addressing General Managers, Kareer assures USCS’
full support throughout this transformational time.
“Change is always hard but we must choose to do
those hard things. They will propel us into a future
that is constantly challenged by innovation from our
partners and competitors. Our General Managers’
involvement and support is something we need and
we promise an experience that will be beneficial to
our collective success as an organization.”
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LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION

HUMAN RESOURCES

USCS Celebrates “National Truck
Driver Appreciation Week”

Learning to Lead

Our carrier partnerships are more important than ever, we appreciate
them everyday, but for a week we celebrate them as well.
Each year, the American Trucking
Association’s “National Truck Driver
Appreciation Week” is an important time
for America to pay respect and thank all
the professional truck drivers for their hard
work and commitment.
This year saw USCS facilities nationwide
extend even greater hospitality and honor
carrier drivers during the week that ran
from September 12-18. For example, USCS
Wilmington, IL, and Minooka, IL, locations
hired taco trucks that provided free meals
to drivers when they arrived for delivery or
pick-up. USCS’ Pennsylvania warehouses
also teamed up to sponsor food trucks and
cater food for those drivers servicing USCS’
Northeast accounts.
“With our COLDshare Consolidation (CSC)
program, we always participate in Driver
Appreciation week and most regions supply
food to drivers,” notes Michael Carlisle,
USCS Director of Logistics Operations. “In a
normal year we will literally go out and cook
for them. However, with this year’s ongoing
COVID safety concerns, we tried some new
approaches to still express
our gratitude.”

TRUCK DRIVERS:

• 3.6 Million Nationwide
• Deliver over 70% of all goods
• Average around 600 miles a day
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• Demand for drivers is expected to grow by 21% by 2022
• Hauled 11.84 billion tons of freight in 2019
• Spend 240+ nights away from home

Tomorrow’s General Managers attend “Leadership Summit.”

Looking ahead to tomorrow often
means taking some new steps today, in
the here and now.
With a vision for the next generation
of USCS executives, the company
created a “Leadership Summit”
development program. This coast-tocoast initiative identifies and invests
in those individuals who already
serve as Operations Managers,
Superintendents, and Assistant
Superintendents.
Helping guide the Leadership Summit
is nine-year veteran Greg Rohrbaugh,
a USCS Area General Manager
working from the company’s
Wilmington, IL, facility.
“We realized that we conduct training
in many different areas and for many
different groups,” he says. “Even so,
nothing really focused on the next
level of potential general managers.
Our goal here is to strengthen the
future Leadership for United States
Cold Storage.”
USCS’ goal is to target prospective
general managers with one focused
training session every quarter, in
addition to one larger annual meeting.
The inaugural Leadership Summit
involved 41 participants who met for
four online sessions. This virtual format
allowed facility leadership to manage
their day-to-day responsibilities and
attend training.

The program’s Executive Leadership
committee is headed by David
Butterfield, Senior Vice PresidentCentral Region, and it also includes
General Managers (from all regions)
and Human Resources representatives.
This committee created a development
experience that combines networking
opportunities and relevant trainings
in the areas of engineering, finance,
logistics, automation, safety, leadership
and information technology.
“This new initiative helps strengthen
USCS in a number of ways,” notes
Aimee Stratis, Human Resources
Development Coordinator. “We’re
closing communication gaps while
we grow our next level of General
Managers. Simultaneously, we stimulate
awareness about the importance of
employees within the company and
allow for co-learning and networking.
This is just another way USCS can work
and grow as a team and family.”
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Uplifting News
USCS raises its game to hire, keep
and grow forklift operators.
There’s a saying that when the going gets
tough—the tough get going. And that
certainly applies to life in today’s tough
and competitive job market.
Male and female forklift drivers constitute
about half of USCS’ nationwide
workforce. Day in and day out, the
company relies on these valuable team
members to literally keep the nation’s
food supply moving. In the current
challenging labor market, USCS can’t
afford to be passive.
“USCS has always differentiated itself
with a unique family-like culture,
competitive pay and excellent benefits.
For example, many warehouse
companies do not offer such an amazing
medical plan,” notes Nicole Janeczek,
Director, Human Resources Operations.
“Yet today’s overall workforce shortage
makes it very difficult to find candidates.
All businesses seem to be short staffed
and we all are competing.”
Janeczek notes that with schools back in
session, there has been a late summer
rise in adult applicants. Even so, USCS
has to become the “Best in Cold” when
it comes to hiring—particularly as it
pertains to forklift operators.
USCS’ goal is to work smarter and more
creatively. It starts with Human Resources
and recruiting staff talking weekly about
successes, failures, and best practices.
Here are just a few examples of new
approaches to both workforce hiring
and retention.
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Recruiting & Hiring
USCS has enhanced recruiting and hiring
efforts by:
• Advertising job openings differently
on existing social media platforms; and
entering entirely new platforms (such as
TikTok) to promote openings and build
brand awareness.
• Ensuring jobs are consistently updated
in an applicant tracking system to
guarantee they are listed on job
boards. USCS also offers jobs on
platforms such as Indeed so they are
more visible to potential candidates.
• Trying new advertising techniques.
These creative steps include ads at
gas pumps, Spotify, billboards and
even wrapped messaging around semi
trucks.
• Enhancing the onboarding process and
shortening length of time from offer
date to start date.
• Adding new recruitment platforms
for hard-to-fill positions and sourcing
candidates to see if they are interested
in leaving their current positions.
• Working with temporary companies
in some locations to fill all facility job
openings.
• Advertising and conducting on-site job
fairs and adverting “open interview”
days so potential candidates can come
as their schedule permits.
• Working closely with local trade
schools, high schools, colleges,
universities, and local towns to recruit
talent.
• Exhibiting at local festivals to connect
with the community and recruit
potential candidates.
• Considering part-time workers
and adding part-time shifts to gain
employees who may not be able to
work in a full-time capacity.

Retention
USCS has enhanced fork lift driver
retention efforts by:
• Providing a support pay bonus
to employees who worked
during the heart of pandemic in
2020.
• Starting an onboarding survey
for employees at the 45-day
and 90-day mark. Survey results
can help USCS identify areas of
strength and opportunities per
facility during the 90-day new
hire period.
• Treating operations team
members to pizza, BBQs,
catering and even having taco
or ice cream trucks onsite.
• Considering new models.
USCS McDonough, GA, facility
created a mentorship program
pairing up new hires with longterm employees. New hires feel
more welcomed on day one
and they have someone to talk
with.
• Ensuring that starting rates and
current employee rates are in
line with the market.

USCS is proud to be one of
the nation’s safest refrigerated
warehouse operators when
it comes to forklifts. It uses
a custom Powered Industrial
Truck (PIT) training program to
ensure all drivers are trained to
safely operate equipment.
USCS also has a training and
observation program called
“Zero Degrees of Operating
Harm.” It emphasizes five main
principles of safe operation:
Passing; Body Awareness;
Speed and Control; Be Seen
and Heard; and Look, See, Act.
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3rd QUARTER 2021

Remembering, Celebrating Linda Jones
It is with great sadness that United States Cold Storage announces
the passing of Linda Jones, 70, a 21-year USCS veteran who retired
in May 2019.
Jones was born September 18, 1950, in Jefferson City, MO. At age
47, she joined USCS Ft. Worth, TX, as a Traffic Supervisor. USCS
promoted her to Traffic Manager in 2004 and later to Regional
Traffic Manager in 2010. By the time she retired, Linda served as
USCS Southern Region Transportation Manager.
“Linda dedicated more than 20 years of her career to US Cold
and put her heart and soul into the transportation program in the
Southern region,” says Wendy Snoke, USCS Director of Logistics
Services. “Linda had a wealth of knowledge in the transportation
industry and offered her expertise in developing our Transportation Management System (TMS)
and established best practices that are still used today. Linda was a mentor to many of us and
was well respected in the customer and carrier communities. Even more than that, she was a
kind soul and a dear friend and we are fortunate to have had her as part of the US Cold family.
She will be greatly missed.”
Linda is survived by her children, Michelle Palomino and husband Matthew; Renee Rhodes and
husband John; and Kristin Bagwell and husband, Joshua; and sisters Sandy Spellerberg and
Terrie Fuchs. She also leaves behind five grandchildren.
USCS extends its deepest sympathies to Linda Jones’ family and friends.

uscold.com

